IN DETAIL

Bamboo Cottage

URAVU - THE
SPRING OF
‘GREEN GOLD’
Text : Team Design Detail / Photos : Uravu Eco Links

I
Cottage terrace with bamboo furniture
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nitiated by a group of individuals
who were seeking alternative ways
of living where social consciousness
and
sustainable
economic
and
political involvement were essential
complements of daily life, URAVU is a nongovernmental organization working in
Thrikkaipetta village in Wayanad district
of Kerala. The network now comprises of
the Uravu Indigenous Science & Technology

Study Centre, a non-profit trust; Uravu Eco
Links Ltd., implementing and marketing
company;
Kalpetta
Bamboo
Cluster
Producers’ Association, a society of artisans
and Uravu Bamboo Village, a community
collective in the village.
Working with local people, the government
and businesses, they promote the use of
bamboo in everyday life through focused
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end-to-end programmes in the bamboo
sector. A Bamboo Nursery with over 40
species, a Common Facilities Centre to
link the micro-enterprises and a Resource
Centre conducting training programmes
and research on products and processes of
bamboo are the critical compartments of the
system. This cost-effective bamboo industry
has become a means of employment
and income for the rural women and
encourages the cultivation of bamboo for
its environmental and economic benefits.
Currently around 150 local people work in
20 craft micro-units, with a large number of
them being women.

Master Plan

Crucial roles were played by IN:CH architects
+ planners who developed a holistic design
concept and Er. P.J. George whose knowledge
of the local conditions and experience in
construction with bamboo were essential to
implement the concepts. Different building
materials were experimented with and the
best ones were utilized.

A green building is one which uses less
water, optimises energy efficiency, conserves
natural resources, generates less waste and
provides healthier spaces for its occupants,
as compared to a conventional building.
Bamboo buildings, furniture, lamps and
blinds are the icons of their innovations.

Uravu Eco Links was the investor and builder:
being the contractor with the management
part. Juerg Grunder and his team from IN:CH
developed the master plan, architectural
design of cottages, design of furniture, lamps,
textiles and landscaping. They worked in
close cooperation with structural engineers
P.J. George, Saikrishna and Sunil, artisans,
water-management specialists and artists.

Bamboo Construction: Uravu Eco Links Ltd.
led by Managing Director Sivaraj Thekkayil
and Er. Muhammed Sadique Kallada works
closely with diverse partners like Prof. Juerg
Grunder and his team from IN:CH architects
+ planners, civil engineer P.J. George from
Padavu Builders, Saikrishna and Sunil from a
construction management company.

While workshops and close interaction
helped in learning and sharing with each
other, it also created an ecologically and
environmentally viable and perfect resort.
The architects, for example, analysed the
housing typologies and learned about the
workers’ competences and skills. Being
specialists, Uravu’s artisans helped to develop
new techniques for the use of bamboo and
were involved heavily in the development of
furniture and lamps in line with the interior
design concept of the resort.

Uravu Bamboo Grove Resort:
An eco-friendly community tourism project,
the resort is a standing revelation of homespun
designs and proof to their resilience and
efficiency. A spectacular combination of
local and international knowledge and the
involvement of local people resulted in the
creation of this golden edifice near Kalpetta,
12 km from Soochipara Falls.
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Natural lighting assured in the unit

Locally available materials like bamboo, areca
nut and mud were employed in the design.
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The open bathroom

SECTION

Interior of the bedroom

Furniture with bent bamboo legs
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The walls were plastered with mud and
given a coating of eco-friendly mud-based
paints. Rooms with private balconies that are
adorned with bamboo artefacts make this a
valuable experience for tourists.
Bamboo Log project
A movement more than a project, this was
a two year plan (2015-17) conducted by
URAVU in association with India Habitat
Forum (INHAF), IN:CH architects + planners,
Er. P.J George and Er. Saikrishna and Er. Sunil.
The primary objective was to demonstrate
the versatility in strength, durability,
workability, cost-effectiveness and also the
aesthetic potential of bamboo as a material
for construction and furniture making. In
alliance with this aim were other objectives
like mainstreaming bamboo, improving the
skills of craftsmen and tribal communities,
designing and building houses for the poor
and improving market opportunities for
bamboo craftsmen. Young professionals
and design students (architecture, interior
and furniture design) were exposed to
the challenge of designing for the poor or
low-income groups in a participatory and
consultative manner, working as equal
partners with the traditional bamboo
artisans.
Glimpse of group discussion and workshop

IN:CH

A trans-cultural and interdisciplinary
organisation aimed at reviving the society
with positive transformations through
design and innovation is led by the Swiss
Professor and Architect, Juerg Grunder.
Influenced by Swiss and Indian culture,
IN:CH follows a design language that
interweaves art, architecture and tradition.
The architects Ariadna Binefa, Pornika Ray,
Ambica Ganesh and Parvathi Annadorai
played their vital roles with Uravu Eco
Links for the construction projects.
P.J. George
P.J. George, civil
engineer by
profession, has
long-standing
experience in
construction and
has been working
closely with Uravu Eco Links for the past
ten years.
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Bamboo furniture possibilities

and construction of two small houses (350
sq. ft. with 3.5 lakhs budget and 450 sq.ft.
with 4.5 lakhs budget) for the low-income
rural communities – beneficiaries of the
Indira Awas Yojana (IAY) government
housing scheme being the proxy clients –
and a multi-function community building
for rural use, and two furniture sets (one for
the rural IAY type houses, and one suitable to
the needs of lower middle class client groups
living in affordable houses in big cities) were
accomplished under the project. A final
event in March 2017 for all the stakeholders,
architects and policy-makers examined the
aims and outcomes and a film on the project
was later released.

A one-month workshop for design and
architecture students followed by the design

URAVU INDIGENOUS SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY STUDY CENTRE
Uravu stands for a
collective of people. This
includes around 150
artisans and six trust
members. Uravu Eco Links
consists of a core team of
twelve people and works
very closely with different
partners. The following
people were strongly
involved in the mentioned
projects:
Dr
Abdullakutty
A.K
(President and Trustee
Uravu),
Baburaj
M.
(Director Uravu Eco Links,
Trustee Uravu), Corinne
Karlaganis (Management
Uravu
Eco
Links),
Jemeela M.M. (President
Kalpetta Bamboo Cluster
Producers’
Association),
Krishnasekhar
(Uravu
Bamboo Log Coordinator),
Lenin C.P. (Designer and
Artisan Uravu), Muhammed

Workshop for coating blinds

Woven bamboo lamps

Local techniques like bending the bamboo
and tying with ropes instead of making
complicated carpentry joints and bambooferro-cement walls were utilized in the
Community Centre and model houses
structure. The bond with nature irrevocably
persists.
Furniture, Lamps and Blinds

Sadique
Kallada
(Management Construction
Uravu Eco Links), Sivaraj

Thekkayil (Secretary Uravu,
Director Uravu Eco Links)

Based on Uravu’s research and experiments,
bamboo furniture was installed in the resort.
Ar. Juerg Grunder worked with artisan
Rakesh P.K. to develop a family of furniture
– tables, chairs and beds. Students from the
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Bombay
and Srishti Institute of Art, Design and
Technology invested their whole-hearted
efforts in the furniture making process of
the Bamboo Log Project. Bamboo expert and
long-standing advisor of Uravu, Prof. A.G.
Rao from IIT Bombay was strongly involved
in guiding the students jointly with Uravu’s
team.
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Bamboo frame of ferro-cement wall

Bamboo truss and roof tiles

Community centre

Supports and roof entirely of bamboo

Stages of creation of
the Community Center

Bamboo-ferrocement walls
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EVENT

Greenteriors solid surface

created with AVONITE ® ,

as well as the windows’ and

doors’ frames, the swimming
pool outline, the columns of

the terrace and the surface of
the outer wall.

Private Villa Can Furnet.
Ibiza, Spain.

AVONITE ® Snowfall.

A 450 sq. ft model house

Interiors of model house

FACT FILE
PROJECT
: URAVU INDIGENOUS SCIENCE &
		 TECHNOLOGY STUDY CENTRE
LOCATION
: WAYANAD, KERALA
INSTITUTION : NGO
DESIGN TEAM : BAMBOO PRODUCT MAKING
		 AND SKILL TRAINING
YEAR OF
: 1996
ESTABLISHMENT
WEBSITE
: www.uravu.net
		
www.uravubamboogrove.com

S H E E T S ’ M I N I M UM D I M E N S ION S

luxurious villa in Ibiza was

686 x 2 134 mm

The exterior facade of this

TM

®

®

Designer: Laurence Sonck.

Fabricator: M2 IBIZA CONSTRUCT SL.
Photo: Arsen Mikitov.

Mostly hand-crafted, the team now produces
more than 200 types of product variations
and around 50 different varieties of lamp
shades. Lenin C.P. is an asset who is the
designer and trainer of lamp designs. He
also does freelance art works and has hosted
several exhibitions.
More than 16 types of bamboo blinds fill
the catalogue, all made from thin-walled
bamboo locally known as reed. The bamboo
is cut to the required length and split into
slivers of the desired width. It is then treated
with borax and boric acid solution, using
the hot treatment process in separate tanks.
Later the bamboo slivers are hand-carved
to the precise dimension by specialised
units of artisans. Now, the weavers, using
hand operated looms, weave the slivers into
bamboo blinds. Finally, the blinds are painted
according to the clients’ choice and installed
at their place. Blinds are being fashioned for
hotels, offices and private houses. They can
be used in interiors and for external weather
dd
protection.
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762 mm

3 429 mm

1 219 mm

l For outdoor use, colours with
UV resistance are offered
1 219 mm

Wider sheets = time saved = big savings

l It awards 10 year warranty on
12 and 6 mm thicknesses and 1 year
warranty on the 3 mm thickness

dd

VISIT WWW.AVONITE.COM TO REQUEST A LIST OF OUR RIGHT SIZETM FORMATS.

For any further information, please contact:
Mr. P.K. Arun Prasad, Manager-sales, Solid Surface, +91 9600001438, marun.prasad@greenply.com
& Sandeep Bindal, Business Head (Greenteriors), +91 9654653007, sandeep.bindal@greenply.com
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1 5 2 4 x 5 1 8 2 mm

AVONITE ® Alpine Shimmer.

ULTIMATE
FLEXIBILITY

AVONITE ® Orange Zest.

The US Commercial Service,
the official arm of the U.S.
Department
of
Commerce
hosted the launch in Kolkata
and New Delhi recently. The
launch in Kolkata was hosted
by Jonathan
Principal ® ADVANTAGE Avonite is a solid surface developed by Aristech
THIS ISWard,
THE AVONITE
Surfaces
LLC made of acrylic, mineral and pigments,
Commercial
Consulate
General
*
You canOfficer,
requestand
personalised
sizing.
With of
thethe
custom-size
which
can be utilized in a variety of applications –
® the Taj Mahal
®
Unitedprogramme,
States andAristech
in NewSurfaces
Delhi at
can manufacture AVONITE
exteriors, furniture, kitchen islands, even a sink!
Hotel sheets:
by Patrick O. Santillo, Minister-Counselor
Available in various shades and thicknesses, it has
for Commercial Affairs, Embassy of United
In whatever
thickness
between
3 mm and 19 thermo-formable
mm.
properties that make it possible to
States, •Delhi.
Subir Palit,
Country
Head, Greenply
create curves and rounded edges with it.
IndustriesIn Limited,
Harsh
Upadhyay,
Associate
• whatever width between 686 mm and 1 524 mm.
Vice President and Head Business Development,
E XTE R IOR
Special
features:
whatever Limited
length between
134 Jones
mm and 5 182
mm.
Greenply
and Mr. 2Paul
• InIndustries
- MD, EMEA & India, Aristech Surfaces were also
A NETWORK
OF EXPERTS
l Avonite offers tones
and textures
suited to the
• Using the same formula as our standard formats.
have a network of Solid Surface experts experienced in
present on the occasion.
creation ofWe
harmonious
spaces
building facades, using our ETA certified AVONITE , which
you can aspire to use in the most ambitious projects.
• In any colour in our range.
Greenply(With
Industries
Limited of
is 8064
a market
leader
l Being thermo-formable,
it can
create
gentle
the exception
- Ice White)
The Right Size Programme
also offers
a competitive
in plywood and allied products in India while
product portfolio that is perfectly suited to the creation
interiors
*6 weeks of production. Extra costs per m² and minimum order quantity may apply.curves
Weight and organic shapes to suitofthe
exterior façades.
Aristech Surfaces
LLC,
headquartered in Florence,
limit: 170 kg per
sheet.
l Colour matched
exactly
to ensure
For outdoor
use, AVONITE
recommends seamless
8 colours
is the largest global manufacturer of continuous
(see p.12), for which we predict a UV resistance under ΔE 5
joints,
you
can
create
monolithic
installations
and
gloss
loss
of
less
than
40%.
USING
THE RIGHT
OF industry
SHEETS ISwas
THE RIGHT
cast acrylic
sheets.
So far,FORMAT
the Indian
and counters
CHOICE
FOR
CONSUMING
LESS.
focusing on the structural products category of
l The material’s non-porous properties make it
interior
infrastructure
but now
the two
companies
The
use of large sheets
reduces
the number
of joints required.
extremely easy to clean
will beFewer
working
ensureless
that
theand
endtherefore less
joints together
mean less to
adhesive,
work
cost
products
are
at
par
with
international
standards
l Sheets are available in thickness varying from
to the end user.
when it comes to fabrication. A network of
3mm to 19mm, width varying from 686mm to
The choice
of an optimal
format
reduces
scrap.
fabrication
partners
will be
setup
across
theLess scrap means
1524mm, and length varying from 2134mm to
taking
a step
to help the
environment.
country
and
equipped
with
best-in-the-class
5182mm
machinery and technology along with adequate
l All adhesives used are below the thresholds
technical training and skilling of work force.
for emissions of volatile organic
Other Surface Brands
compounds and are GREENGUARD
®
AVONITE SURFACE
certified

S HEET S ’ M A XI M U M D I M EN S I ON S

I

ndia’s Greenply Industries
Limited and the United
States-based
Aristech
Surfaces LLC inked an
agreement in August 2017
to distribute and market niche
range of 100 percent acrylic
solid surface sheets under the
brand name ‘Avonite’ in India.

